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Classes for Sanskrit, Hindi, Tamil, Gujarati,
Telugu, Kannada, ART, VEDIC MATH
Bharatnatyam/Folk/Bollywood Dance
Carnatic & Hindustani Vocal & Yoga

Want your kids to be able to Speak, Read and Write Indian languages?
*Enroll in Vedic classes and make them ﬂuent. Kids start to read, write and speak in ﬁrst year.
Registra#on star#ng $200/year, books included! $50 oﬀ for second & $100 for third subject
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Learn & Celebrate with us
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Classes at Woodbridge Vedic School

6:15pm Tamil, Gujarati, Kannada, Art
7:15pm Hindi, Sanskrit/Shloka, Art Bharatnatyam
8:15pm Vedic Math, Bharatnatyam, Adult Hindi, Sanskrit/Shloka
also at Woodbridge, Hillsborough, South Brunswick, Franklin,
East Brunswick, East Windsor/Monroe, West Windsor-Plainsboro

खेल-खेल म िह दी बोलना, पढ़ना और िलखना सीख, आसान तरीके से

Hindi School िह दी कू ल

ચાલો ગુજરાતી વાંચતા, લખતા, બોલતા શીખીએ અને વાતચીત કરતા શીખીએ.
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Gujarati School
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Taught by fluent volunteers with years of experience
Books and material prepared for USA kids
Emphasis on spoken apart from reading and writing
Only integrated school offering all languages
Taught by multilingual teachers
Books & online access included in the fee
Major festivals celebrated, students get free admission
Participate in Kavita competition and remove stage fear
Students get to participate in annual day
Educational trips to provide language immersion
Only 5 levels designed for quick learning
Separate syllabus/class for teenage and adults
Volunteer opportunities once graduated
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Be fluent in couple of years*

*if spoken at home, longer otherwise
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What is Vedic Math?
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Vedicmath is extension of regular
mathematics which is base 10.
These original approaches are fastest
and creative methods of mathematics.
Many methods provide mental way of
doing math.
Problems can be solved multiple
ways like left to right, using negative
digits.
Digit sum method can be used to
check answers of most calculations.
Numbers have special properties
which give faster solution like
division by 9, multiply by 11.

Vedicmath class is suitable for students
in the 2nd grade or higher.
Students start enjoying mathematics and
loose the fear of large numbers or
complex calculations.

